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Introduction

TDM recording caters for Analogue and Digital handsets using a simple USB 

hardware device, which is connected directly to your PRI, BRI or even analogue 

trunks. VoIP recording is even simpler and is purely a soft solution that requires no 

additional hardware.

vRECORD is a hybrid call recording solution designed to deal with the 

world’s ever changing communication’s environment. From Analogue 

& Digital handsets through to VoIP extensions & SIP Trunks, vRECORD 

can cater for everything. 
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The real-time dashboard is the first thing you see when you log into vRECORD. 

The dashboard displays various information, including the number of calls 

recorded during today, yesterday, the last 7 days and the last 30 days. By 

selecting any of these options, you are automatically presented with the list of 

associated calls. 

Always Recording

Real-Time Dashboard

With vRECORD you will never miss a call. Our solutions will record 24/7 and 

automatically store all of your calls without you needing to lift a finger. Then, if 

you need to review a recent call or gather evidence from a conversation simply 

log into the software from any PC, locate the appropriate call and play the call 

back via your browser. 
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Previously recorded calls are also displayed in an activity and bar chart, which 

cover your chosen month and year. This can be useful when analysing the 

number of calls that have been recorded over a longer period of time.

From the dashboard, you can quickly retrieve calls by accessing the search 

criteria that you have previously saved,  as well as calls that have been 

categorized during a previous review.
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Call Searching

The vRECORD product includes a comprehensive search feature which allows 

you to quickly & efficiently locate the call that you are looking for. You can search 

for calls using specific call details, or even combine your search criteria in order 

to return more accurate results. Your search criteria can then be saved to your 

dashboard for quick access in the future. 

Searchable fields include date range, callers number (CLI), called number (DDI), 

extension, call duration, call direction and call category.
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Call Playback

Once you have located your call using the search facility, playing back the call is 

easy. There is no need to decrypt, download or export the call. Simply click the 

play option located next to the call and it will be heard via your PC speakers or 

Headset. Whilst listening to a call, you can also pause, rewind and fast forward.
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Impressively, vRECORD also includes a TDM matching module which captures 

the extension data for TDM calls. This enables call searching to be performed 

using extension side information for analogue and digital handsets. This is a 

unique feature which is not offered by the majority of other wallboard solutions.
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Create and manage your own personalized 

call categories which can be assigned to 

individual calls.

The call categories can then be included in 

your search criteria, making it easy to retrieve 

a call that has been previously reviewed.

PCI Compliance

Categorize Calls

The vRECORD software interface is compatible with all of the popular browsers,

which means you will not experience audio or user issues when switching from 

one browser to another.

It’s a well-known fact that storing credit card details is now forbidden in most 

countries. This is an important consideration when choosing a call recording 

solution. vRECORD handles this by offering a simple pause & resume client 

app as well as an automated API.

When you select a call, all of the associated data such as Date & Time, CLI, DDI 

& extension number, are displayed on screen. You can even review and attach 

call notes for future reference whilst listening to the call. 
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Call Recording

VoIP Recording

TDM Recording (USB Device Required)

SIP Trunk Recording

ISDN PRI, ISDN BRI & Analogue Trunk Recording

Automatic background recording 24/7

Encryption

Product Summary

In order to prevent the agent from forgetting to resume recording, which could 

result in calls not being recorded, vRECORD also includes a neat feature that will 

automatically resume recording after a set interval which can be specified by the 

system administrator.

The app is offered as a free plugin from our vCONNECT telephony application 

and is installed directly into the agent’s system tray. When a call arrives, the agent 

will receive a toast style popup window which enables them to pause & resume 

recording.  
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Requirements

Windows 8 64Bit or Server 2012 64Bit

OmniPCX Office Release 9.2 (or above) 

OmniPCX Enterprise - Release 10.x (or above)

vRECORD USB Device (Only required for TDM Recording)

CSTA Licenses for chosen platform

See Hardware & Software guide for full specifications

Software Features

Real-Time Dashboard

Comprehensive Search & Playback

Save Search Criteria

Categorize Calls

Attach Call Notes

Pause & Resume - PCI Compliance

Schedule Archiving & Restore Feature

User Access Permissions

Email Recordings

Cloud & On-premise Support



Jubilee House, 3 The Drive, Great Warley, Essex CM13 3FR

Website: www.vurella.com Telephone: +44 (0) 203 096 0788 Email: contactus@vurella.com
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